We consider the Cauchy problem for the system of nonlinear wave equations
§1. Introduction
We consider the Cauchy problem for the following system of nonlinear wave equations:
(1.1)
Ou^Ffau'tU") in(0,oo) X R", i = l,-,tf, We state some known results, restricting ourselves to the cases of n = 2 and of n = 3. (For the results of «>4, see Hormander [4] , Katayama [7] , Klainerman [10] , Klainerman -Ponce [12] , Li -Yu [14] , Li -Zhou [16] , Shatah [21] , etc.) Define the lifespan T e by the maximal existence time of the C°°-solution to (1.1) -(1 .2), namely = sup{r E (0,oo); there exists a (unique) solution */£C~([0,r)xR' z )to(l.l) -(1.2)}.
We say that there exists a global solution when T e = +00 . First assume that F does not depend on u explicitly, i.e., F = F(u',u"). Using the energy estimate of wave equations and generators of the Lorentz group (which are concerned with the Lorentz invariance of wave equations) introduced by Klainerman [10] , one can show the following provided that £ is sufficiently small: When n -3, T e >exp(c£~l), a = 2,
where c is a positive constant depending on 0,y and F. When n = 2, fr e >exp(c,-2 ), a = 3, (See Klainerman [10] for n = 3 and Kovalyov [13] for n = 2.) When F depends explicitly on u, i.e., F = F (u,u',u") , circumstances become more complicated, because there is no natural estimate for the L 2 -norm of u itself. In this case, the following results are known when £ is sufficiently small: When ^ = 3,
When n = 2,
(See Lindblad [20] for n = 3, Li -Yu -Zhou [15] , Li -Zhou [17] and [19] for n = 2. See also Li -Zhou [18] for the results when n = 2 and a = 2.) Remark 1. Strictly speaking, these results are proved for single equations (namely, N -1). But all the above results hold also for systems by the same proofs, except the cases of n = 3, a = 2 and F(w,0,0) = O(\u 3 ) in (1.5) and of n = 2, a = 3 and F(w,0,0) = O(\u\ 5 ) in (1.6), because some rewriting of the nonlinear terms is used in the proofs for these two cases, and it only works for single equations. It is not known whether the same results hold or not for these two cases when we consider systems.
Concerning the global existence for the case of n = 3 and a = 2 , Klainerman introduced some sufficient condition, which is called the null condition. Here we recall the definition of the null condition.
We say that G satisfies the null condition when for all A, j U,veR w and all X = (X 0 ,X,, •••,*") e R" +1 satisfying X* -X? -Klainerman showed in [11] that if the quadratic part of the Taylor expansion of F around the origin satisfies the null condition, then T e = +00 , provided that £ is sufficiently small (see also Christodoulou [1] and John [6] ).
For n = 2 and a = 3 , Godin [2] proved that if F = F(u) and the cubic part of F satisfies the null condition, then T E = +00 for sufficiently small £. (See also Hoshiga [5] . He showed the same result for F = ^a h f ah (u')d a d h u.) When n = 2, a = 3 and F depends explicitly on u, the author showed in [8] that if we assume (H2) The cubic part of F satisfies the null condition, (H3) F(w,0,0) = 0(|«| 5 ) near w = 0, then T E =+<*> for small £ (observe that the condition (H3) appears also in (1.6)). If we compare this result for n = 2 with Klainerman' s for n = 3, the condition (H3) seems removable. Define w = u-cu 3 16 . Then, because the right-hand side of (1.9) becomes a function of degree 4 with respect to w and w' , we can show that T E = +<*> for small £, again from Li -Zhou's result (1.6). This example also satisfies (H2), but not (H3) in general, because H(u,u) may contain u 4 . These examples suggest us that the assumption (H3) is not needed for the global existence. Our aim in this paper is to establish the global existence under (HI) and (H2) without (H3 For the proof of this theorem, it would suffice to get some a priori estimates, because we have the local existence theorem. It seems reasonable to state the difference between the proof of the former result in [8] and that of our present one here. To state it clearly, first we introduce some notations. In the rest of this paper, we assume that n = 2 . Let 'H = ('n ab ) atb=Q^2 =diag(-l,l,l), then we can show that To show the global existence theorem under the assumptions (HI), (H2) and (H3) in the former paper [8] , we got a priori bounds for ||M(OII?9A> llw'WII??^ an d \u(t,x)\ k+7 with some decay with respect to time and space variables, where k is a sufficiently large positive integer. To treat the cubic parts of the nonlinear terms in the estimates of u(t,x)\ k+2 and of ||M(OII 2 2A'
we use tne pointwise estimates for the functions satisfying the null condition, which were first derived by Klainerman [11] (see Lemma 3.2 below). Then we can get an extra decay with respect to time and we can regard the cubic terms as if they were the terms of degree 5 from the point of the decay rates. In this case, the worst terms which cause the singularity of the solution are terms like u a u b u c u d . More precisely, because even the L 2 -norm of the solution to the linear equation n^-0 is not expected to be bounded in two space-dimensional case, terms of the form u a u b u c u d have insufficient decay and cause the problem in the estimate of ||w(OII •? ?£• Therefore we must exclude such terms and this is the reason why we assumed (H3) in [8] .
In this paper, we will get control of \\u(t)\\ 7 with some small 7 > 0, instead 
ds, but these estimates give the loss of the factor l + t in the decay rate of the nonlinear terms. This is the main difficulty in the proof of our theorem. We will overcome this difficulty as follows. The solution of linear wave equation behaves like (l + r + |jc|)" 1/2 (l + |f-|jc||)~1 /2 (see Lemma 2.2). If the behavior of the solution to (1.1) -(1.2) is similar to that of the solution to the linear problems, we have '"Roughly speaking, this comes from the fact that ||w'(f)|| 2 can be estimated in terms of ||n«i 2 by the energy inequality. Estimates like this do not hold for ~L P -norms of u when p * 2 and generally we need some norms of (nw)' to estimate ||«'(f)|,.
Then, since u(t,x) is compactly supported for any fixed t, we can estimate the right-hand side of the above inequality in terms of ||w'(OII 79^+1 (see Lemma 3.3 below, which is more precise than the Poincare's inequality in some sense) and this shows that Therefore no information about \u(t,x)\ u+l is needed and no loss of the decay rate appears. This is the main idea of our proof.
Our plan in this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state some known estimates for linear wave equations in two space-dimensions almost without proofs. We get estimates of nonlinear terms in Section 3, and derive some estimates to overcome the difficulty mentioned above. Finally in Section 4, we prove Theorem 1 .2 by deriving a priori estimates. §2 8 
Preliminary Results for Linear Wave Equations
In this section we recall some estimates for the linear wave equations. First, using F's, we get L 1 -L°° estimate for wave equations, which was first derived by Klainerman [11] in three space-dimensions and was extended by Hormander [3] to arbitrary space-dimensions. We state here only the two space-dimensional case. 
provided that f is sufficiently smooth and the right-hand side of (2.1) is finite. Here C is a constant depending only on K.
Proof. See Hormander [3] . See also Katayama [8] for the above expression of the assertion. Q For the Cauchy problem with non-zero initial data, we get the following. for p > 2, we obtain (ii) immediately from (i). a
The next lemma is due to Li -Zhou [17] (see also Li -Yu -Zhou [15] ). We state it without the proof. We conclude this section with the well-known energy estimates.
Lemma 2 A. Let v be a smooth function satisfying
Suppose that I^J/^fo*)! < 1/2 for all (t, x) 6 [0, oo) x R 2 . Define 2) (see Katayama [8] The following two lemmas will be used to conquer the difficulty we mentioned in the introduction. These lemmas are essentially due to Lindblad [20] , but since they play important roles in our proof of Theorem 1.2, we recall the proofs here. Proof. First let w = w(x) G C'(R 2 ) and supp w c {x e R 2 ; ;t| < R] with some /?>0. We claim that (3.8) In fact, switching to the polar coordinates, we get
where P tJ = 8 IJ + y y for any ij = 1,2 with S tJ =l(i = j) and S IJ =0(i^ j). Then there is a positive constant C { such that (2-3) ^-\\v(t)\\ E < Q\Y'(t)\\Jv(t)\\
By integration by parts, we have
By the Schwarz inequality, we get This implies (3.8) immediately. Applying 
IKi+k-HDv^v^n^qi
This completes the proof. ®
For the later convenience, we prepare the following lemma before concluding this section. (
for 0</<T, 7 1 provided that we choose sufficiently small 7 and JJL to satisfy jU + ----< 0 . where the summations are taken over the sets 3 3 £|/ y | < 2k +1, fy < 2, XN,I ^ 0, |/ 7 < 2k when |m 7 
+ -H

<C^(l + tf(£ + M 3 ) for 0<
Since \\u'(t)\\ 2ak+l < Cl |7| < 2jl+1 ||r 7 w|| £ , this means that where F = O(\u\ 2 +\u\ 2 ) in some neighborhood of (u,u') = 0 , and 0,y e C 0°°( R 2 ). Assume that (H4) The quadratic and cubic parts of F satisfy the null condition. Making some change of variable stated in Katayama [8; Section5] (see also Godin [2] and Klainerman [9] ), the right-hand side of (4.23) becomes a function of degree 3 with respect to the new variable, whose cubic part satisfies the null condition. Therefore we can show from Theorem 1.2 that if F satisfies (H4), then there exists a global smooth solution to (4.23) -(4.24) provided that £ is sufficiently small. We omit the details here.
